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The past month has been fascinating, including what appears to be a non-stop series of 
Appreciative Inquiry/APA workshops from Little Rock to Delhi... And in between I've been reading 
Kepner Tregoe's, classic management problem-solving treatise, known in the trade as ‘Rat Man,’ 
from cover to cover... very timely, given that a lot of what we're dealing with in these organizations 
are 'problems.'  Global problems, organizational problems, personnel -- and personal -- problems... 
It's a world of problems out there!  And that adds meaning to the subtitle of the book: "An updated 
edition for a new world" -- a world of mega problems!  

This is a great book and I can see why it's become a 'bible' for management ‘problem-solvers.’  I 
find the sections on rational decision-making particularly useful and expect that it has real 
application in the kinds of challenges we face out here in what I call 'the real world'  -- Asia, Africa, 
Latin America, and the Middle East, of course.   And coming from my Appreciative Inquiry 
background, I especially enjoyed the chapter on "Potential Problem (Opportunity) Analysis."

There is a great foundation here and I can see why it's been so successful.. and, given my 
experience this month working with managers in Heifer International, Habitat Sri Lanka, Habitat 
South Asia, and the last 8 years in Nepal both as Project Manager and creator of new approaches 
to management and development, I can see that it provides important additions to the way we have 
frequently been doing things.  I also see that, if combined with Appreciative Inquiry, as well as 
"Solution Focus" methodologies, as well as my own approach to Appreciative Planning and Action, 
it might take us all even farther.  AI is empowering and brings a whole new and very healthy 
approach to problems, using them as a springboard for creativity and geometric growth.  However 
AI doesn't get into the nitty-gritty of 'problem-solving' within the management context.  Rat Man 
does this part very well, but falls far short on the empowerment front.  Its approach seems to leave 
us with promise, at best, of arithmetic, incremental growth.  AI offers the promise of creating 
dynamic, growing, powerful organizations, manned by empowered, creative individuals who reach 
beyond the mundane and promote exponential growth. In fact, I'm even tempted to suggest 
potential collaborate on a new book.. Perhaps the "New Appreciative Manager."  I think maybe that 
the time is right.  

What follow are a few observations and thoughts that come from the marginal notes I made 
sequentially as I went through the book:

 Chap. 1: Good introduction to the entire Kepner-Tregoe model that might even better be 
called 'The Promise of Rational Management' and subtitled 'The Search for Organizational 
Excellence' – Solid stuff, but it sets its sights too low, it seems to me.. leaving us in the 
world of the mundane rather than with a vision of greatness, of excellence, of creative 
problem-solving for dynamic growth; AI could provide a powerful plus here.

 ‘Thinking patterns for survival’ -- How about Thinking Patterns for Excellence?  and 
wouldn't 'Pattern 1' be even better if we started the assessment and clarification process by 
looking for 'what works?'  The best, the successful... and 'Pattern 2' would be enhanced by 
looking for the 'root cause' of success... what works and why does it work.. (more on this 
when we get to failing gaskets..) I'd also put 'pattern 4 before 3 -- and include vision of 
excellence for the future, not just anticipation of the future.. We should be creating the 
future, not just anticipating it.. the we go on to 'making choices' -- making plans...and 
turning potential obstacles into opportunities, not just to solve a problem, but to go beyond 
the problem to something even better... So that leads us to 'Success Analysis' and 
'Opportunity Analysis' where we set the stage for radically changing our thinking from 
seeing problems as problems to seeing them as springboards for achieving the 
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extraordinary.. not just fixing the gasket, but finding ways of radically improving sealing 
techniques so we don't need gaskets.. 

 Teamwork section is great, and provides another springboard for excellence, for 
enhancing productivity at all levels.. and models of superior teamwork would be even better 
if it provided a place for sharing stories, especially success stories.. and learning from 
them.  That's what the hunter gatherers have done for centuries around the campfire.. we 
need more organizational campfires... where everyone is equal and everyone has stories 
to tell

 'Problem Analysis' provides perfect opener for searching for and learning from 'positive 
deviance' -- the exception to the problem.. the gasket that didn't fail... Then we wouldn't 
need all that tedious problem-solving stuff... Just look for the gasket that didn't fail... it 
would have taken 10 min... and problem would have been solved... Instead, they focused 
on the failing gasket and kept replacing it, tightening bolts, etc.. all of which did nothing to 
solve the problem. All those techies and managers were focused on the gasket that failed 
and never would have found 'root cause of failure' if 'someone,' probably just a 'Joe on the 
job' didn't think 'out of the box' and ask why the new gaskets had square corners.. 'Joe' was 
looking at the gaskets that hadn't failed! Had we used a 'success analysis' first, 'Joe' would 
have found the round cornered gaskets in a few minutes..   More on this when we get to 
Apollo 13, below..

 'State the Problem' -- this is where things really go off track.. indeed the lesson is NOT to 
start with failing gasket, but to look at the one next to it that didn't fail... Of course, we want 
to look at the failure itself, that's undeniable, but then we have to move beyond it 
immediately.. 'Hey, only this one gasket failed?  Why haven't the others failed, too?? 
What's the difference? '  The positive difference?

 Specifying the 'is' -- needs that new column.. specifying the 'is not'  the positive deviation, 
right there at step one.   Nowhere in this first table do we see a place to look at the No. 2 or 
No. 3 filters... or their gaskets.. which are the real source of the solution..  Therefore the 'Is 
and Is Not' section is excellent and helps move us in this direction.... but this only appears 
in the next table.. It should be there from the start in first table...and then maybe we 
wouldn’t need 2 tables.  In fact, it may be the more important of the 2 columns, too... so it's 
only on p.34 -'Distinctions'  that we really start looking at the positive deviance where we 
might have started much earlier.. a very complicated, and I think unnecessarily complicated 
process for a manager, or line worker, to follow -- esp. table on pp. 36-37 -- to take us to a 
logical starting point in the 'is not' 'distinction column where we really find the solution. With 
a positive deviance approach we might slim this chapter down to just a few pages and one 
simple table... and put 'Joe' up front as key to creative solutions. After all, the really 
rational, creative manager is ‘Joe!’

 Shrinking Bank Accounts.. This manager here would also get to heart of problem by 
looking outside his window at the 'is not' first.. noticing that something's happening out 
there... noticing where the successful branch banks are and what's distinctive about the 
environments they are operating in... Here the tragedy, narrowly averted, was that in taking 
a problem approach, they were focusing on the new manager and seeking blame... The 
good thing is the a KT model helped them go beyond this, find the real cause... but an 
appreciative approach, looking for what's working, might have taken them there much 
sooner, without blaming, and without the risk of scapegoating a good manager and missing 
the real cause. “Why are these other branches doing so well?”  Simple solution: p. 54 – 
look out the window, make a few phone calls to other banks.. Why not do that first?

 Apollo 13 -- There wasn't any comparative success to look at in this case, of course, which 
means we can't always start there... Though we have to celebrate that the rocket kept 
flying, all are well, and everyone had a creative role to play in getting a solution, NOW!. 
Important thing here is that the key was a commitment to a 'Solution Focus' over a 'problem 
analysis' focus... 

This is where APA is really different from both KT and classic AI models.. The focus is on planning 
and action for 'even better.'  Indeed, to pursue our rocket failure conversations a bit farther, we 
might be saving more lives sooner by looking at what works than by obsessing on what fails.. As I 
recall, in fact, the miracle of Apollo 13 was that everyone went to work on solutions immediately 
and problem-analysis in terms of looking back at what went wrong and why actually took a back 



seat... (Or was this just Hollywood? I wasn’t there!) Of course, after the ship was safely home it was 
important to discover the fueling problem, but searching out that source of failure wouldn’t have 
brought Apollo 13 home without disaster.  On board the Spacecraft and back on earth everyone 
was looking for alternatives that would get everyone home safely: Finding ways to minimize oxygen 
consumption, filter cabin air, get systems working again...  

Had the teams in space and on the ground spent too much time on finding out the ins and outs of 
the failure and its origins, etc., everyone would have been dead before they got around to action to 
get things working and get everyone home safely.. So, on Apollo 13, like the leaking soybean oil 
gasket, it wasn't just by chance that 'someone' asked the right question... Those anonymous 
'someones' were creative geniuses who looked at the things that hadn't failed... and asked the right 
questions.. We need to find new ways to encourage that kind of creative thinking on the factory 
floor, in Spacecraft and ground stations, as well as in management offices.  Bottom line: "Blaming 
rarely helps.. if ever. Look for what works... look for solutions."

 'Plugged spray nozzles..' I love this one, Key is "When all else fails, read the instructions!!
 '$27 Solution' -- another winner, and another where looking at what worked solved the 

'problem'
 'Poor Sales of Model A' -- good story... and answer was in looking at sales of B & C.. and 

just talking to 'Joe' -- in this case the sales folks..
 'Failing pumps' -- one close to my heart and line of work... I've seen plenty of these.. and 

success analysis could take us quite a distance here.. finding that land tenure is more 
important than the pumps or maintenance system

 'Imminent strike' -- key here is rather hidden... 'quiet intervention at Plant A' -- what was 
that all about... seems we need to know more...What did they do about Olsen?  

 'Decision Analysis' -- good stuff and a useful complement to an AI/Positive Deviance 
approach--systematic, replicable, straightforward...This and subsequent chapters seem to 
be the heart of the KT process.  Its greatest contribution to the field.  It seems like this 
could yield some pretty simple charts for making decision..easy to represent visually... 
great handout potential here.

 'Potential Problem (Opportunity) Analysis' -- you can predict, of course, that I like this 
chapter, and that I'd certainly propose dropping that 'problem' word.. I'm pretty radical in my 
thinking about this, as you might guess, because I think that actually the word 'problem' 
really doesn't take us anywhere useful.. not bad for a starting point, but key is to flip every 
problem immediately into an opportunity statement, a 'provocative proposition' for even 
better.. for much better.

Changing our language changes our thinking and changing our thinking changes our action.. look 
for problems and we find and create more problems, actually.. Plenty of research to prove that.. 
Just the way a teacher perceives a student, the way a student perceives him/herself changes 
everything.. and negative perceptions create negative futures... even to the extent that 'pygmalion' 
research is now banned.. unethical.. because of permanent damage that negative perceptions have 
on otherwise good students.. Prophetic and fateful... Heavy stuff!  

So... the flip side of looking for problems, and creating problems, is to look for success, and create 
more success.  Here the research is even more powerful... For some reason human systems, in 
spite of all the 'problems' seem to be moving in positive directions... and so when we switch to a 
'success' oriented approach, we seem to have the tide running with us.  When we look for success, 
analyze success, we find -- and create -- more successes.  It’s almost that simple. 

 'Future Events and their Consequences' – This supports my argument that by taking a 
positive look at the future we create a positive future.. price of complacency... power of 
dreaming, and planning, for an outrageously successful inauguration... and, VERY 
important, "replacing the original plan, 'Close Sayers Point Mill' with 'Convert Sayers Point 
Mill to the New Process,' all the gut-wrenching effects could be prevented." Changing the 
language, changing the vision from problem to opportunity changed everything.. and that's 
where it probably should have started in he first place.  The problem analysis only served 



to galvanize people to the gravity of the situation, but the new vision was what really made 
the difference.. Why not start there?  Routinely?  

 'The likely Emergency' takes us to the same conclusion, and the wrap-up paragraph 
seems to say it all: "Even more likely the mass of possibilities (read 'problems') can be so 
overwhelming that the group might have said, 'We give up! Let's just wait and see what 
happens!' That attitude might have led one day to a convoy of the corporation's employees 
and dependents being caught in a narrow, dead-end street during a full-scale riot..."  What 
the manager really did was to look at the possibilities, the opportunities for developing a 
really workable contingency plan... and not allowing a problem analysis around riots and 
civil unrest stop him and his team dead in their tracks.. and dead they could have been.. 
Too often a real problem focus leads us right into the dead ends.. it immobilizes, 
discourages, dis-empowers..  And that's really     bad management.

 'Situation Appraisal' -- good stuff and even better would be an up front 'success appraisal' 
-- every situation appraisal should start with what's working, what the best looks like, what 
we've done that we're really proud and excited about. Therein comes the energy, creativity, 
and know-how -- based on reality, on what we've really done -- that will then drive us 
through the toughest wall of problems we could ever encounter.

 'Crushed Cartons' is a great story and very instructive.. no blaming, manager went 
straight for the solution.. customer is always right.. just focus on solution and the 'problem' 
will take care of itself... as it did here.. solution first then joint inspection -- key word is 'joint' 
-- where the problem emerged in a non-blaming non-threatening fashion.  In effect, the 
customer was 'facilitated' to find the problem himself... "let’s look at this together' replaced, 
'What did you or I do wrong?' And the supplier came out looking like a saint.  No chance 
that company will ever switch suppliers... (the other key ingredient of our APA evaluation 
and planning model is "Participation" of all stakeholders -- a must.)

 'Madge Problem' -- where focus on solution rather than problem yielded positive 
outcome.. And had manager sought solution first, avoided blaming Madge, and trusted her 
instead, listened better, observed situation carefully rather than jumping to conclusion, the 
whole thing might have worked out even better, even sooner.  Indeed, "Should Problem 
Analysis be used? Probably not."  Just rearrange some filing cabinets.. go straight for 
solution.  It worked!

 'Replacing Obsolete Equipment' -- great case where a list of complaints (read 'problems') 
does nothing while an action plan makes all the difference... Team would have been 
successful sooner if they'd started by taking the complaints/problems and translating them 
immediately into opportunity statements for even better and gone on right away to make 
the plan that they otherwise took ages to decide to do. 

 'Managing Human Performance Problems' -- need I say more.. it's been said... These 
are not people problems, they are all opportunities for exploring strengths and empowering 
people to find the way that they can make the greatest difference... individually and 
collectively...Bob IS motivated.. but he's in the wrong slot... look at what he does well and 
why and it all becomes clear instantly.. no problem analysis required... 'Input Errors' tells 
the same story... superficial problem analysis seeking blame without providing opportunity 
for positive feedback.. And Roy, too, was a genius put in wrong situation... Look for what 
he does well and the answer, the solution, becomes immediately apparent.  

 ‘Picking the New Controller' -- great example supporting the 'participation principle' 
above, involving the people who would be working for him in the selection process.. 
powerful, revolutionary stuff!

 'Installing Rational Process within the Organization' – This is the 'sales' chapter, of 
course, on why they need us consultant/trainer types.. well done.. and it reminds me of 
how we installed the AI/APA process in The Mountain Institute, Women’s Empowerment 
Project, and Habitat for Humanity: From the bottom up.. starting with the 'grass roots.' 
Good stuff.  The closing paragraph lays down a powerful challenge, on that might be even 
more realistic and achievable within an appreciative, solution-focused framework:

o Rational Management presides over no miracles.  It releases intellectual resources 
that have been hidden, unused, or underused.  It opens channels of 
communication among people by giving them common approaches and a common 



language for dealing with ordinary and extraordinary they face in their jobs. 
Installation of Rational Process makes it possible for the organization to be closer 
to what every manager always believed it could be, but too seldom was – an 
effective, efficient and dynamic entity.  

In that regard, the Mission Statement of Appreciative Planning and Action, may help provide a 
roadmap – the essential elements -- for doing just that, for creating, as a matter of course, effective, 
efficient, dynamic entities:

o To empower organizations and individuals to:
 Take pride in what and who they are and what they have achieved
 Dream of what might be,
 Plan for what can be, and
 Feel the energy that comes from making commitments and taking the first 

step; 
o To be simple enough that anyone can do it, profound enough to change people’s 

lives

This last chapter led me to recall that when I was planning my workshop for Heifer International last 
month, I found out that several top managers had taken the basic Appreciative Inquiry/GEM course 
that is summarized in big fat manuals that participants all take home with them and presumably 
read from cover to cover.  I asked Heifer, "Why do you need me?  You've had the course.  You 
have the manuals.  You can do it without me."  They hedged and insisted I come anyway and on 
day one, when we were adding participant expectations to our list of objectives, out came 
'demystify AI'  -- They'd had the course, but they still weren't sure really how to do it.   They also 
wanted me to stay on for the coming week to join their OD strategic planning sessions... But I only 
could do the 2 day workshop.. We did it.. using the simplified APA process.. And we ended up with 
lots of specific action plans and lots of enthusiasm.  I asked them in the final evaluation, "Can you 
do this yourselves now?  Have we demystified AI?"  The answer was a cheer from the floor, 
"Absolutely..!! Piece of Cake!!"  Then I asked, "Do you need me next week?" Another roar from the 
floor, "No way! We can do it ourselves!!! Have a great trip to Sri Lanka!"  (In fact, several of the 
outputs of the 2 days were action plans for implementing AI in work and life.) My reply, "Then I've 
done my job… worked my way out of a job!  Now you all have a ball next week!   Just tell me how it 
goes!!!"  The email came the other day from Heifer's Director of Training:

 "Next week we are having an organization-wide meeting to move forward to an AI process 
for developing a leadership program across the organization."

Success! (Not bad for a 2 day training..)

The bottom line here, in reviewing this management classic, is that if we take a success 
focus in modern management, we have an opportunity get even better results much more easily, 
and much more powerfully than through conventional or exceptional problem-focused approaches. 
Adding an appreciative, success- and solution-focus to management can be the center point of an 
empowering process that will also be, I believe, a lot simpler and easier for both managers and line 
folks like "Joe, Bob, Roy, Madge, Carl' and the rest, to handle.  It can be something all of them 
could do whereever they are in the organization.  It's even something they can learn quickly and 
easily enough to be able to pass it on themselves to others throughout the organization.. And that 
really empowers them all to become 'managers'  -- “Appreciative Rat Man” imbedded bottom to 
top...

But then they might not need high-priced specialists like us, would they?! 
I’d welcome your thoughts on my thoughts?
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